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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi, I am Jackie Kay, I am project engineering with the City of Guelph in the Design and Construction Division of the Engineering and Transportation Services team.  I am here to talk to you about one the first projects I worked on after starting at the City of Guelph in 2021.  The Howitt Creek Emergency Sewer Encasement and Erosion Protection Project.



Agenda
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• Project Identification and Location
• Existing Conditions
• Design Solution
• Construction and Staging
• Outcome

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I will be going over how we found the issue, where we found itI’ll give you some details on the existing site conditions and design solutionThen I’ll dive into some of the construction details and staging
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• Issue noticed during erosion inspections 
completed as part of the SWM Master Plan

• Trunk sewer was exposed and 
experiencing severe erosion and 
undermining

• Failure would be catastrophic

Project Identification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of the City of Guelph’s Stormwater Master Plan, erosion inspections were completed for all creeks, storm channels and watercourses across the City. During these inspections it was identified that an existing large diameter sanitary trunk sewer was exposed, experiencing severe erosion and undermining, and needed to be immediately stabilized and protected to avoid a catastrophic pipe failure. Any delays would result in:Loss of sanitary conveyance of a large portion of the east side of the City to the treatment plant;Contamination of the Speed River affecting terrestrial and aquatic habitats; and,Impacts to downstream drinking water intakes.
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Project Location

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LOCATIONHowitt Creek is located in the City of Guelph and runs alongside Howitt Park before crossing Wellington Street West and discharging into the Speed River. Howitt Creek drains approximately 2.85 km2 of area via a box culvert under Wellington St. The exposed sanitary sewer is located immediately downstream of Wellington Street and crosses the creek perpendicularly. ******************************Downstream of our site there is a watermain and pedestrian bridge.
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Existing Conditions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In these photos you can see the 1050mm diameter sanitary trunk sewer (constructed in 1968) which crosses Howitt Creek that over time, has been undermined by creek flow. The condition of the sanitary pipe exhibited accelerated degradation of the substrate directly below the grouted concrete encasing the sanitary sewer. (CLICK)To avoid overtopping of the sanitary sewer, the original design featured a combination of instream catch basin and outlet culverts, upstream of the crossing, to divert the base creek flow under the sewer crossing. (CLICK) Leaf debris and sediment carried by this watercourse continually blocked the instream diversion structure requiring regular maintenance by City staff. This structure was completely plugged, undermined and in very poor condition when inspected.To further add to the hazard, the retaining wall on the west side of the crossing had also been undermined and deteriorated to the point of providing little or no stability to either the trunk sewer or the bank and added to the risk of the sewer failure. 
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Design Solution
• Two 2400mm dia. MHs
• Sanitary sewer and creek 

bypass
• Concrete encasement of 

existing sewer
• Angular channel substrate and 

armourstone rib structure over 
exposed pipe

• Retaining wall replacement

A summary of the detailed works include: 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Aquafor Beech Limited identified the emergency repair need, prepared the hydraulic analysis and detailed design and assisted the City of Guelph in obtaining all necessary approvals from the Grand River Conservation Authority (GRCA) and Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO). The City of Guelph completed both the inspection and Contract Administration for the project and Goetz Construction was the general contractor. A summary of the detailed works include: Installation of two 2400mm diameter MHs (one upstream and one downstream of Howitt Creek);Sanitary sewer and creek bypass;Concrete encasement of existing sewer;Placement of angular channel substrate and armourstone rib structure over exposed pipe; and,Replacement of the western retaining wall with armourstone.*******************************************Total construction costs for the project were $761,146.45.



Construction and Staging
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PERMITTING AND STAGINGA complete construction staging, access, dewatering and bypass plan as well as an erosion and sediment control plan was developed as part of the detailed design as a permitting requirement. Sediment and erosion control fencing and construction fencing was placed around the construction area to limit access, secure the construction zone and reduce sediment leaving the site. CROSS DEPARTMENTAL COORDINATIONThis project required a lot of interdepartmental coordination that included not only the Design and Construction team but also includedEnvironmental PlanningTechnical servicesUrban ForestryParksTrafficWastewater ServicesINSTALLATION OF DOGHOUSE MAINTENANCE HOLESThe first thing we needed to do from a staging perspective is install the two doghouse maintenance holes. (CLICK) Here, indicated by the red arrows, shows the location of the existing maintenance holes along the sewer. Since the existing maintenance holes on the sanitary trunk sewer were just over 400 meters apart, with the site being in the middle, there was a need for additional maintenance holes to facilitate the sanitary bypass. A decision was made early on to install two doghouse maintenance holes, shown by the blue arrows (CLICK) as quickly as possible so that in an emergency, a temporary bypass could be set up as quickly as possible and these maintenance holes would then be available for the designed bypass while critical work on the sanitary trunk was being completed..The doghouse maintenance holes, shown by the blue arrows, were placed at an interval of 60 meters to allow for enough spacing to complete the works, however, not too far apart to allow for a shorter bypass length, mitigating the length of piping and potentials for issues. 
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Sewer
bypass

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SEWER BY-PASSThe 1050mm concrete trunk sewer is one of three major trunks that feed the City of Guelph Wastewater Treatment plants with a peak flow of approximately 495L/sec. Work around the trunk sewer needed to be done in the safest manner possible to prevent any potential spill to the environment. Environmental and location concerns such as proximity to the Speed River, the crossing of Howitt Creek and the anticipated winter work created further concerns when considering work around the exposed trunk sewer. The design also anticipated that three sections of the sewer were going to be undermined with no support creating concern around the integrity of the exposed joints while work was being completed. As such, it was critical that a sanitary sewer bypass was required. The pictures on the screen now show our bypass set up which included:Two pneumatic 24" to 48" sewer plugs with protective sleeves (one plug was for the downstream of the suction MH and the other upstream of the discharge MH) were used to plug the existing 1050mm Sanitary Sewer. Air hoses, and air regulators were used in slowly filling the plugs to the stop the flow of sewage.Three 8” primary pumps and a backup pump were connected and operated automatically via floats. All pumps were placed on spill containments. Pumps had 300 mm diameter HDPE suction and discharge pipes to prevent potential leaks at mechanical joints. Discharge lines ran along Wellington Street and were protected from traffic with jersey barriers, and suction/discharge locations were protected with temporary construction fencing. In addition to 24/7 physical monitoring an alarm was installed in the suction MH to call out to appropriate parties in the event of high-water level. *********************************The temporary sanitary sewer bypass was set up and completed between the newly installed doghouse maintenance holes. The temporary bypass plan consisted of the following:Two pneumatic 24" to 48" sewer plugs with protective sleeves (one plug was for the downstream of the suction MH and the other upstream of the discharge MH) were used to plug the existing 1050mm Sanitary Sewer. Air hoses, and air regulators were used in slowly filling the plugs to the stop the flow of sewage.Three 8” critically silenced diesel primary pumps and backup pump were connected and operated automatically via floats. All pumps were placed on spill containments. Pumps had 300 mm diameter DR17 HDPE suction and discharge pipes to prevent potential leaks at mechanical joints. Each pump discharged into a common valved manifold system, then continued with 2 lines of 450 mm diameter DR17 HDPE discharge pipe to the downstream maintenance holes. All pumps were connected to the discharge line using check valves, gate valves, and manifolds to allow the independent operation of pumps as required. The setup was designed to ensure should there be an issue with one discharge line, all flow could be diverted through a single line while repairs take place. Discharge lines were protected from traffic with jersey barriers, and suction/discharge locations were protected with temporary construction fencing. In addition to 24/7 physical monitoring an alarm was installed in the suction MH to call out to appropriate parties in the event of high-water level. Lighting was provided for the duration of work.
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Creek bypass

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF CREEK BYPASS PLANUpstream and downstream coffer-dams and bypass pumps with fish screens were implemented during design such that all works were completed in the dry while permitting flows to reach the outlet at the Speed River.  A temporary creek bypass was completed from upstream of the box culvert to downstream of the construction area to accommodate peak flows estimated at 10-12,000 L/second.Meter bags filled with aggregate were used to install the coffer dams, both upstream and downstream of the work with impermeable liners placed between bags to fill voids and to prevent infiltration of water through the box culvert.****************No sediment releases were recorded during construction. GRCASince the existing conditions posed a risk to public safety an emergency works permit was issued by the GRCA to complete the proposed works. A pre-consultation, permit application preparation, hydraulic report confirming to GRCA floodplain mapping guidelines of Howitt Creek and geotechnical report were provided to the GRCA as part of this approval. The hydraulic assessment confirmed the hydraulic parameters under existing and proposed conditions, and in turn, confirmed that the proposed sanitary sewer protection work would not have a negative impact on the water level and velocity in Howitt Creek during storm events.  While the final design was completed, geotechnical testing and soil samples taken for chemical testing to help determine Excess Soil disposal options prior to starting the work. The geotechnical testing provided necessary information on the elevation of the bedrock, which would help support the large armourstone walls and ribbing. Chemical testing helped determine off-site disposal options as it was estimated that construction would result in approximately 65 cubic meters of excess soil. Early testing of the soil allowed for the contractor to determine and plan well in advance where the soil from the site was going to be disposed of.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DFOUnder Authorizations Concerning Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Regulations (SOR/2019-286), the proposed works were considered an emergency that poses a risk to public health or safety, the environment or property. The project team reached out to the DFO and received feedback on how to proceed to avoid and mitigate the potential for prohibited effects to fish and fish habitat. ***********************The following items were completed during design/construction activities:Captured, relocated and monitored for fish trapped within isolated, enclosed, or dewatered areas;Dewatered gradually to reduce the potential for stranding fishConducted in-water undertakings and activities during periods of low water levels Screened intake pipes to prevent entrainment or impingement of fish;Limited impacts on riparian vegetation to those approved for the work, undertaking or activity;Limited access to banks and areas adjacent to waterbodiesConstructed access points and approaches perpendicular to the watercourse Re-vegetated the disturbed area with native species suitable for the siteAvoided introducing sediments (e.g., silts, clays and sand) in the water by discharging to sediment bagDeveloped and implemented an erosion and sediment control plan to avoid/minimize the introduction of sediment during all phases of the work, undertaking or activity; andConducted all in-water works, undertakings or activities in isolation of open or flowing water to reduce the introduction of sediment into the watercourseMonitored the watercourse to observe signs of sedimentation during all phases of the work, undertaking or activity and take corrective actionDeveloped and implemented a response plan to avoid a spill of deleterious substances.
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Concrete 
Encasement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE ENCASEMENTTo ensure that there was no possibility of a trunk sewer failure, the sewer was designed to be encased in concrete. The encasement needed to be supported on sound ground/bed rock and we dowelled into the bedrock with rebar, which tied into the rebar designed in the concrete encasement. (CLICK)The concrete encasement was formed and poured with a width of 1400mm which also allowed for a straight edge for the armourstone walls and ribbing to butt up against. (CLICK)
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Armourstone 
Retaining Walls and 
Creek Bed Ribbing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ARMOURSTONE RETAINING WALLS AND CREEK BED RIBBINGOnce the concrete encasement on the sanitary trunk sewer was completed, the contractor started the rest of the pipe and creek stabilization work, which mostly comprised of numerous large armourstone. (CLICK)***********************************************The 1.0mX1.0mX1.2m armourstone retaining wall was placed first on a bed of gabion stone. This would allow for the stones to be adjusted when being set, as well as the gabion stone would allow for the proposed concrete grout to flow so that the stones could be grouted into place. As armourstone ribbing was needed upstream of the concrete encasement and within the box culvert itself, the contractor was forced to be innovative as to how these stones would be placed properly while being careful not to damage the recently poured concrete encasement. The armourstone ribbing downstream of the encasement was placed once again on gabion stone to allow for easier leveling and grouting in place once complete.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PROJECT OUTCOMEThis work has provided complete protection of the sanitary sewer against erosion forces of the creek and has greatly reduced risk of catastrophic sanitary sewer pipe failure and potential contamination of the Speed River. This project was first identified in September 2021, design was completed in November and work was tendered in December 20201.  By April 2022 the majority of the construction was complete and by June 2022 the site was completely restored.  The completed works supports our City’s strategic plan of prioritizing our infrastructure needs and scheduling rehabilitation and construction activities to meet the needs of the community.
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Questions?

Contact info:

Jackie Kay, MBA, P.Eng., PMP
Project Engineer, Design and Construction
Engineering and Transportation Services

City of Guelph
519-822-1260, extension 2251

TTY 519-826-9771
jackie.kay@guelph.ca

mailto:crystal.kaminski@guelph.ca
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